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HEN DID IT HAPPEN FOR YOU? WAS IT WHEN
you’d barely reached age six, and your parents took you to
a play for young audiences? Was it when you acted in that
unforgettable high school production? Or couldn’t put down
that script you were assigned in college? Or was it later, when
a play or new musical gave you a brand-new perspective on
the history of our country or your local community? We all
have our own theatre origin stories; those moments when we
became theatre people. Tonight, we celebrate three luminaries
whose work has launched countless theatre origin stories:
Martha R. Ingram, Tony Kushner, and Rick Miramontez.
For whether it’s the joyful awe of watching Prior
wrestle The Angel in Kushner’s Angels in America, or the
obsessive glee of listening to soundtracks from Miramontezrepresented hits like Dear Evan Hansen and Kinky Boots,
or the spectacular thrill of entering one of the many
cultural spaces made possible by Ingram’s philanthropy,
their work has collectively called thousands of theatre
people into being.
At TCG, we believe that call belongs to all of us. The
story of the American theatre movement is full of inspiring
examples of courage and ingenuity, artistry and community
activism. In 60 years or so, our movement has produced a rich
and interdependent theatre ecology. At the same time, our
story has countless examples of inequity. And we are called
to create a more equitable and diverse theatre landscape by
raising awareness and building resources and opportunity

Teresa Eyring
Executive Director/CEO
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Adrian Budhu
Deputy Director/COO

for those who have historically been marginalized.
With your support tonight, we will continue to serve
over 700 member theatres and Affiliate organizations and
thousands of individuals nationwide. We recommit to
programs that strengthen an intergenerational network of
leaders of color who are changing the face of theatre. You’re
also supporting our arts advocacy efforts in Washington
D.C.; the TCG Books program, which includes 16 Pulitzer
Prizes for Drama and features 400 active titles in circulation
to students and theatre lovers across the globe; our Veterans
and Theatre Institute; the Audience (R)Evolution program,
and so much more.
In the pages of this program, and in the stories you hear
tonight, the power and potential of our theatre movement
will resonate. We want to personally thank our co-chairs
Jacob G. Padrón, Jordan Roth and Richie Jackson, Thomas
Schumacher and Matthew White, and Liesl Tommy; director
Michael Mayer, as well as the performers and presenters,
and all of you for helping us celebrate.
So we ask you again: when did it happen? When did
you become a theatre person? Hold that moment in your
mind and remember just how much theatre can matter.
How it can, in the words of Angels in America, grant us
“more life.” Then let’s raise our glasses to our honorees,
and as we celebrate our time together, help bring about
TCG’s vision of a better world for theatre, and a better world
because of theatre.

Kathryn M. Lipuma
Chair, TCG Board of Directors
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WE CELEBRATE THEATRE COMMUNICATIONS GROUP
FOR ITS DEDICATED SERVICE TO AMERICAN THEATRE
AND SEND OUR CONGRATULATIONS
TO THIS YEAR’S HONOREES

TONY KUSHNER, RICK MIRAMONTEZ,
AND MARTHA R. INGRAM

YOUR FRIENDS AT

AMBASSADOR THEATRE GROUP

TCG BOA R D O F D I R ECTO R S
TCG Board members represent a broad cross-section of the American theatre field and professional perspectives.
They are united by their belief in TCG’s mission and dedicated to building a bond between TCG and
the national theatre community.
Kathryn M. Lipuma, Chair
Larissa FastHorse, Vice Chair
Meghan Pressman, Vice Chair
Ellen Richard, Treasurer
Eileen J. Morris, Secretary
Christopher Acebo, Associate Artistic Director;

Benita Hofstetter Koman, Executive Director;

Oregon Shakespeare Festival

The Roy Cockrum Foundation

Joseph P. Benincasa, President and CEO; The Actors Fund

Kathryn M. Lipuma, Executive Director; Writers Theatre

Raymond Bobgan, Executive Artistic Director; Cleveland Public Theatre

Laurie McCants, Co-Founder; Bloomsburg Theatre Ensemble

Jeremy B. Cohen, Producing Artistic Director;

Johamy Morales, Education Director; Creede Reportory Theatre

The Playwrights’ Center

Kevin Moriarty, Artistic Director; Dallas Theater Center

Kristen Coury, Founder and Producing Artistic Director;

Eileen J. Morris, Artistic Director; The Ensemble Theatre

Gulfshore Playhouse

Lisa Portes, Head of Directing; The Theatre School at DePaul University

Joshua Dachs, President; Fisher Dachs Associates

Meghan Pressman, Managing Director; Woolly Mammoth

Theatre Planning and Design

Theatre Company

Will Davis, Director & Choreographer

Randy Reyes, Artistic Director; Theater Mu

Snehal Desai, Producing Artistic Director; East West Players

Francine T. Reynolds, Artistic Director; New Stage Theatre

Kelvin Dinkins, Assistant Dean/General Manager;

Ellen Richard, Executive Director; Laguna Playhouse

Yale School of Drama/Yale Repertory Theatre

Teresa Eyring, Executive Director; Theatre Communications Group

Blake Robison, Artistic Director; Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park

Larissa FastHorse, Playwright and Choreographer

Nikkole Salter, Actor, Playwright, and Advocate

Nataki Garrett, Producer and Director

Tim Sanford, Artistic Director; Playwrights Horizons

Derek Goldman, Co-Founding Director; Laboratory for Global

Carlo Scandiuzzi, Philanthropist, Executive, and Community Leader

Performance and Politics; Director, Playwright/Adapter, Professor

David Schmitz, Executive Director; Steppenwolf Theatre Company

Jamie Herlich, Director of Development; Seattle Repertory Theatre

Harold Steward, Interim Executive Director; The Theater Offensive

Susan Hilferty, Costume and Set Designer

Robert P. Warren, President; The William & Eva Fox Foundation

Rebecca Hopkins, Managing Director; Florida Studio Theatre

N AT I O N A L CO U N C I L FO R T H E A M E R I CA N T H E AT R E
Composed of leading trustees from member theatres across the country, the National Council for the American Theatre
guides TCG’s programs on governance and board development, and serves as a “brain trust” for the organization.
For information on joining the National Council, please contact Adrian Budhu, Deputy Director and COO: abudhu@tcg.org.
* Judith O. Rubin, Council Chair; Playwrights Horizons
* Eve Alvord, Seattle Children’s Theatre
Roger J. Bass, Frm. Seattle Repertory Theatre
Ralph Bryan, La Jolla Playhouse
Diana Buckhantz, Center Theatre Group
Bunni Copaken, Kansas City Repertory Theatre
Sophie Cripe, South Coast Repertory
*
Brad Edgerton, Oregon Shakespeare Festival
Mindy Ellmer, ZACH Theatre
*
Reade Fahs, Alliance Theatre
Wendy Gillespie, La Jolla Playhouse
Kiki Ramos Gindler, Center Theatre Group
Laura Hall, Coterie Theatre, Kansas City Repertory
Ruth Hendel, Eugene O’Neill Theatre Center
Cynthia Huffman, ACT Theatre in Seattle
Bruce E.H. Johnson, Seattle Repertory Theatre
Carole Krumland, Roundabout Theatre Company

Myla Lerner, Lean Ensemble Theater
David Shiffrin, Arena Stage
Gail Lopes, Oregon Shakespeare Festival
* Jaan Whitehead, The SITI Company
Lynelle Lynch, La Jolla Playhouse
* Founding member
Jennifer Melin Miller, Guthrie Theater
Ruby H. Melton, Long Wharf Theatre
Julie Morris, PlayMakers Repertory Company
Eleanor Nolan, Seattle Children’s Theatre
Heather Randall, New York Theatre Workshop
Toni Rembe, Magic Theatre
Deedie Rose, Dallas Theater Center
Ted Rosky, Actors Theatre of Louisville
Jack Rouse, Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park
Jeremy Shamos, Curious Theatre Company

A BETTER WORLD FOR THEATRE.
A BETTER WORLD BECAUSE OF THEATRE.
COVER:
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Dear Martha, Rick & Tony,
A standing ovation to each of you!
Your vision and commitment have
strengthened our national theater
community. Congratulations!
And bravo to TCG, for their commitment
to advancing leaders of color in the
theater world!

Brian Stokes Mitchell
Chairman

Joseph P. Benincasa
President & CEO

Martha
Rivers Ingram

BRYAN DERBALLA

HONORING

MARTHA RIVERS INGRAM IS THE CHAIRMAN EMERITA OF INGRAM INDUSTRIES INC., ONE OF
America’s largest privately held companies. Ingram Industries includes Ingram Marine Group and Ingram Content Group,
which are leaders respectively in the inland marine and book industries. Mrs. Ingram has been widely recognized as a
leader in educational and civic organizations and the arts. She has served as board chairman at Vanderbilt University, the
Nashville Symphony Association, Spoleto Festival USA, and Vanderbilt’s Blair School of Music. Currently, she is chair of
the Gaillard Foundation in Charleston, SC and sits on the boards of the Symphony and the Nashville Opera. In 1985, she
co-founded the Nashville Repertory Theatre, where she continues her board service today. She has taken leading roles in
supporting and developing spectacular cultural homes, among them the Nashville Symphony’s Schermerhorn Symphony
Center and the Tennessee Performing Arts Center. Among the numerous awards and honors Mrs. Ingram has received are the
Americans for the Arts “Eli and Edythe Broad Award for Philanthropy in the Arts,” and awards for lifetime achievement from
the Kennedy Center, The Business Committee for the Arts Inc., and the Spoleto Festival USA. Mrs. Ingram is a native of
Charleston, South Carolina, and a 1957 graduate of Vassar College. She has four children, twelve grandchildren, and one
great grandchild.
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Our warmest congratulations to

Martha Rivers Ingram
And, thank you,

Theatre Communications Group
for your support in advancing
leaders of color in the field

Your friends at Ingram Content Group

HONORING

BRYAN DERBALLA

Tony Kushner

TONY KUSHNER’S PLAYS INCLUDE A BRIGHT ROOM CALLED DAY; ANGELS IN AMERICA,
Parts One and Two; Slavs!; Homebody/Kabul; the musical Caroline, or Change and the opera A Blizzard on Marblehead Neck, both
with composer Jeanine Tesori; and The Intelligent Homosexual’s Guide To Capitalism And Socialism With A Key To The Scriptures.
He has adapted and translated Pierre Corneille’s The Illusion, S.Y. Ansky’s The Dybbuk, Bertolt Brecht’s The Good Person of
Szechwan and Mother Courage and Her Children; and the English-language libretto for the opera Brundibár by Hans Krasa.
He wrote the screenplays for Mike Nichols’ film of Angels In America, and for Steven Spielberg’s Munich and Lincoln. His
books include Brundibar, with illustrations by Maurice Sendak; The Art of Maurice Sendak, 1980 to the Present; and Wrestling
With Zion: Progressive Jewish-American Responses to the Palestinian/Israeli Conflict, co-edited with Alisa Solomon. Kushner is
the recipient of a Pulitzer Prize, two Tony Awards, three Obie Awards, two Evening Standard Awards, an Olivier Award,
an Emmy Award, two Oscar nominations, and the Steinberg Distinguished Playwright Award, among other honors.
In 2012, he was awarded a National Medal of Arts by President Barack Obama. He lives in Manhattan with his husband,
Mark Harris.
8
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Publishing
Tony Kushner’s Work
Since 1992

Rick
Miramontez

SASHA MASLOV

HONORING

RICK MIRAMONTEZ BEGAN HIS CAREER, DIRECT FROM COLLEGE, AS THE PRESS DIRECTOR
of the Center Theatre Group/Ahmanson Theatre where he organized the campaigns for more than 25 major productions.
He was the press director for the 1987 and 1990 Los Angeles Festival (the latter under the direction of Peter Sellars), seminal
events in the American cultural world, where he introduced Cirque du Soleil to the U.S. media, as well as Peter Brook’s
epic The Mahabharata. From 1988-1996, Miramontez headed his own firm, Rick Miramontez Company, which represented
many of the major arts events on the West Coast. His office, located in the art deco headquarters of La Opinion, was a hub
partly responsible for the renaissance of the new Downtown L.A. In New York, as President and Founder of O&M Co.
he has represented many of Broadway’s Tony Award-winning hits, including Dear Evan Hansen; Hello, Dolly!; Fun Home;
Kinky Boots; Beautiful; The Humans; Clybourne Park; Hair; School of Rock; Cats; and Spider-Man: Turn Off The Dark, to name a
few, as well as the Curran theater in San Francisco.

10
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WITH OUR LOVE AND
CONGRATULATIONS

Rick
and

T ony!
™

They asked us for a
headshot. Is this the
official one?
Oh, and
congratulations!
Tom & Matt

WE PROUDLY SUPPORT

THEATRE COMMUNICATIONS GROUP’S
OUR STORIES GALA

in honoring
MARTHA RIVERS INGRAM,
TONY KUSHNER, & RICK MIRAMONTEZ

MARTHA, RICK, AND TONY,
YOUR STORIES MAKE THE THEATER’S
LIGHTS SHINE BRIGHTER.
CONGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR WELL-DESERVED HONORS!
JOHN GORE
and your friends at

A toast of something sparkling to
Martha Rivers Ingram, Tony Kushner,
& our dear friend Rick Miramontez.
“You are fabulous creatures, each and every one.”
-Prior Walter, Angels in America

n

Richie Jackson (CO-CHAIR)

produced this season’s
critically acclaimed
production of Harvey
Fierstein’s Torch Song on
Broadway starring Michael
Urie and Mercedes Ruehl.
He executive produced
Showtime’s Nurse Jackie
(Emmy and Golden
Globe nominee for “Best
Comedy Series”) for seven
seasons and co-executive
produced the film Shortbus,
written and directed by
John Cameron Mitchell.
As an alumnus of NYU
Tisch School of the Arts,
he endows a fellowship
program at his alma
mater to assist graduates
in the transition from
academia to a lifelong
career in the arts called
The Richie Jackson Artist
Fellowship. He and his
husband, Jordan Roth,
were honored with the
The Trevor Project’s 2016
Trevor Hero Award.
They live in New York
City with their two sons.

n

Jordan Roth (CO-CHAIR):
As President of Jujamcyn
Theaters, Jordan oversees

14

Padrón

and new audiences. From
2008 to 2011, he was an
Associate Producer at
the Oregon Shakespeare
Festival. Padrón is a
graduate of Loyola
Marymount University
(BA) and Yale School of
Drama (MFA), where he
is now on faculty teaching
artistic producing in
the graduate theater
management program. He
is originally from central
California and began his
life in the theater with El
Teatro Campesino. Jacob
was recently appointed the
new Artistic Director of
Long Wharf Theatre in
New Haven, Connecticut.

Jacob G. Padrón

is the Founder
and Artistic Director of
The Sol Project, a national
theatre initiative dedicated
to producing the work
of outstanding Latinx
playwrights in partnership
with leading Off-Broadway
companies in New York
City and beyond. He
was most recently the
Senior Line Producer at
The Public Theater in
New York City. He was
formerly the Producer
at Steppenwolf Theatre
Company in Chicago
where he oversaw the
artistic programming in
the Garage, Steppenwolf’s
second stage dedicated
to new work, new artists,

(CO-CHAIR)

YELENA YEMCHUK

n

Roth

five Broadway theatres,
whose productions include
the Tony Award-winning
Best Musicals The Book of
Mormon, Kinky Boots,
Springsteen on Broadway
as well as Mean Girls and
Frozen. Jordan produced
the Tony Award-winning
Broadway revival of
Angels in America with
the National Theatre
starring Andrew Garfield
and Nathan Lane. He
also produced Present
Laughter starring Kevin
Kline in his Tony Awardwinning performance
and the Pulitzer and
Tony Award-winning
Best Play Clybourne Park.
Jordan founded Givenik.com
where theatergoers can
buy tickets and 5% goes to
the charity of their choice.
Check out his political
satire musical comedy
web series The Birds and
the BS and subscribe to
WARMLY, JORDAN, his
monthly email magazine
exploring the theatrical
wherever itexists in our
culture. @Jordan_Roth.

MARC J. FRANKLIN

Jackson

NATHAN JOHNSON

ENTRANCES

Lion King, Der Glockner
von Notre Dame, Elton
John and Tim Rice’s
Aida, On the Record, High
School Musical, TARZAN®,
Mary Poppins, The Little
Mermaid, Peter and the
Starcatcher, Newsies,
Aladdin, Shakespeare in
Love, and the 2018 Tonynominated Best Musical
Frozen. Recently he served
as Executive Producer for
the live-action film Beauty
and the Beast.
As President of
Walt Disney Feature
Animation, he oversaw
some 21 animated features,
including The Lion King,
The Nightmare Before
Christmas, Pocahontas,
Mulan, Tarzan, Hercules
and Lilo & Stitch, and
worked closely with Pixar
on their first five films.
Mr. Schumacher is
the author of How Does
the Show Go On? An
Introduction to the Theater
and is a member of
numerous boards including
serving as Chairman of
the Broadway League.
He is a former mentor
for the TDF Open Doors
program and serves as
an adjunct professor at
Columbia University.
n

Schumacher

n

Thomas Schumacher

(CO-CHAIR) currently

serves
as President & Producer
of Disney Theatrical
Productions, overseeing
the development,
creation and execution of
Disney’s legitimate stage
entertainment worldwide.
The division’s Broadway,
West End, touring and
international production
credits include Beauty and
the Beast, King David, The

Born in Amarillo, Texas,

Matthew White (CO-CHAIR)
bucked tradition by
pursuing a career in dance.
Trained at the School of
American Ballet, he danced
professionally for five
years with the Los Angeles
Ballet. After leaving the
theatre, he began his life as
a designer, first in graphic
design then interiors,
opening Matthew White
Antiques & Interiors in
Pasadena, CA in the early
1990s. His work has been
featured in nearly every
major shelter magazine
OURSTORIES FEBRUARY1 9

Beth Malone recently played the Angel in the Tony winning Broadway
revival of Angels In America, directed by Marianne Elliot. She was
nominated for a 2015 Tony Award and Grammy for her role of “Alison”
in Fun Home. Malone most recently starred as the titular character
in the world premiere of The Unsinkable Molly Brown, directed by
Kathleen Marshall. She’s in the original cast of Ring of Fire, The
Marvelous Wonderettes and Bingo!. Film: The Comedian, co-starring
opposite Robert DeNiro and Edie Falco. Hick with Eddie Redmayne,
Twist of Faith, The Interview and the upcoming Brittany Runs A
Marathon opposite Jillian Bell. Beth recurred on CBS’ Braindead.
Other television credits include Bull,The Good Wife, Reno 911, Judging
Amy, Laying Low, What’s On?, One Minute Soaps and the Fox pilot
Second Nature. She is the author and star of the critically acclaimed
one-woman show Beth Malone: So Far.
Nico Muhly is an American composer and sought-after collaborator
whose influences range from American minimalism to the Anglican
choral tradition. The recipient of commissions from The Metropolitan
Opera, Carnegie Hall, St. Paul’s Cathedral, and others, he has
written more than 80 works for the concert stage, including the
opera Marnie (2017), which premiered at the English National
Opera and was staged by the Metropolitan Opera in the fall of 2018.
Muhly is a frequent collaborator with choreographer Benjamin
Millepied and, as an arranger, has paired with Sufjan Stevens,
Antony and the Johnsons and others. His work for stage and screen
include music for the Broadway revival of The Glass Menagerie and
scores for films including the Academy Award–winning The Reader.
Born in Vermont, Muhly studied composition at the Juilliard School
before working as an editor and conductor for Philip Glass. He is part
of the artist-run record label Bedroom Community, which released
his first two albums, Speaks Volumes (2006) and Mothertongue
(2008). He lives in New York City.
Eva Maria Noblezada previously starred in Hadestown at the
National Theatre in London. City AM called her “brilliant” and The
Arts Desk said she is “blazingly good.” Last fall, she shot a lead role
in the upcoming indie film, Yellow Rose. In 2017, Noblezada starred
on Broadway in the title role of Cameron Mackintosh’s epic revival
of Miss Saigon, receiving a Tony nomination at age 21. Variety
called her Broadway debut performance “entrancing” and The
Hollywood Reporter said “her vocals have an expressive range and
sweetness that cuts through all that surrounds her. She’s a legitimate
discovery.” She previously starred in the long running London
revival of Miss Saigon, for which she received the WhatsOnStage
award for Best Actress in a Musical. She also played Eponine in
the West End revival of the legendary musical, Les Miserables.
Noblezada was a high school student in Charlotte, NC, when she
was discovered by casting director Tara Rubin at the 2013 Jimmy
Awards in New York City. Rubin introduced her to Mackintosh and
director Laurence Connor, who chose her to star for two years in
their long-awaited hit 2014 West End revival of Miss Saigon.

Page

Stroker

BRIGITTE JOUXTEL

Noblezada

KRISTIN HOEBERMANN

Muhly

GABRIEL MOKAKE

Malone

ANA CUBA

Thank you to our wonderful performers who have given so generously of their time and talent.

Patrick Page starred as Hades in the Off-Broadway, Citadel Theatre,
and National Theatre productions of Hadestown. He was last seen on
Broadway as The Inquisitor in Saint Joan. Other Broadway: Valentina
in Casa Valentina, Buckley in Time to Kill, Adult Men in Spring
Awakening, DeGuiche in Cyrano de Bergerac, Green Goblin in SpiderMan: Turn Off The Dark, Henry VIII in A Man for All Seasons, Decius
Brutus in Julius Caesar, Scar in The Lion King, The Grinch in Dr. Seuss’
How The Grinch Stole Christmas, Lumiere in Beauty and the Beast,
and Mackie in The Kentucky Cycle. Other New York: Cymbeline in
Cymbeline (New York Shakespeare Festival/Delacort), Max in The
Sound of Music (Carnegie Hall). Regional: Page recently created
the roles of Dom Claude Frollo in The Hunchback of Notre Dame at
La Jolla Playhouse and Papermill Playhouse, and Captain Dragutin
Dimitrijevic in Rajiiv Joseph’s Archduke at the Mark Taper Forum.
He is an Associate Artist of The Old Globe in San Diego (Cyrano,
Malvolio), and the Shakespeare Theater Company in Washington, D.C.
(Coriolanus, Prospero, Macbeth, Iago, Claudius). Television: recurring
roles on “Elementary,” “Madam Secretary,” “Flesh and Bone” and
guest starring roles on “NCIS: New Orleans,” “The Good Wife,” “The
Blacklist,” “Chicago P.D.,” and “Law and Order: S.V.U.”
Ali Stroker made history as the first actor in a wheelchair to
appear on Broadway when she originated the role of ‘Anna’ in
Deaf West’s acclaimed 2015 revival of Spring Awakening. She
continues her extraordinary career starring as ‘Ado Annie’ in
this spring’s production of Oklahoma! at Broadway’s Circle in the
Square Theatre under the direction of Daniel Fish. Stroker starred
in 12 episodes of the talent competition, “The Glee Project.”
She placed second and won a guest role on Fox’s “Glee.” She
then recurred in the Kyra Sedgwick ABC series, “Ten Days in the
Valley.” She also guest starred on Fox’s “Lethal Weapon” and CBS’
“Instinct” and Comedy Central’s “Drunk History.” In addition to
her work on and off-Broadway, she’s soloed at the Kennedy Center
in Washington, DC, New York’s Town Hall, and Lincoln Center for
Performing Arts and Carnegie Hall. Stroker is an honorary board
member of The National Disability Theatre. Stroker’s exceptional
ability to improve the lives of others through the arts, disabled
or not, is captured in her motto: “Turning Your Limitations Into
Your Opportunities.”

Copeland

and was named by
Architectural Digest to
the “AD 100.” In 2004,
he joined forces with
Frank Webb to form
White Webb, LLC, and
in 2006 the design duo
were named among the
“New Tastemakers–50 for
the Future of Design” by
House & Garden magazine.
In 2017, White Webb was
named among the Top 50
designers in New York by
New York Spaces.
He is the past
Chairman of Save Venice
Inc. and author of Italy of
my Dreams–An American
Designer’s Real Life Passion
for Italian Style. Matthew is
the proprietor of Hillsdale
General Store and HGS
Home Chef in Hillsdale,
New York.

n

Tesori

upcoming Blue (libretto,
Tazewell Thompson,
Glimmerglass) and a
commission from the
Metropolitan Opera. Her
songs are featured in the
Netflix revival of Gilmore
Girls. She is the co-founder
of A Broader Way, an arts
empowerment program
for girls from underserved
communities; the founding
artistic director of Encores!
Off-Center; and a lecturer
in music at Yale University
and Columbia University.
Tesori is a member of the
Dramatists Guild.

Jeanine Tesori’s

Broadway
credits include Fun Home,
Violet, Caroline, or Change,
Shrek The Musical,
Thoroughly Modern Millie,
Twelfth Night (Lincoln
Center Theater) and John
Guare’s A Free Man of Color.
Tesori also collaborated
with Tony Kushner on
Mother Courage starring
Meryl Streep at the
Delacorte. Her opera
credits include A Blizzard
on Marblehead Neck
(libretto, Tony Kushner;
Glimmerglass) and The
Lion, the Unicorn and Me
(libretto, J. D. McClatchy;
Washington National
Opera), as well as the

Tommy

n

Liesl Tommy (CO-CHAIR)

is a Tony-nominated and
Obie/Lortel Awardwinning director whose
recent Broadway production
of Danai Gurira’s Eclipsed
starring Lupita Nyong’o
garnered 6 Tony nominations.
She has two feature films
in the works, RESPECT
16

LELUND DUROND

(PRESENTER)

Copeland

n

René D. Copeland

(PRESENTER) is

Artistic
Director for Nashville
Repertory Theatre. Before
joining Nashville Rep
she was Co-Producing
Artistic Director for a
decade for Mockingbird
Public Theatre, also in
Nashville. She has been
a force on the Nashville
theatre scene for over 20
years, having directed for
most professional theatres
in Nashville in addition to
her current position at the
head of the city’s leading

regional theatre. In 2009
she launched Nashville
Rep’s nationally recognized
Ingram New Works Project,
which includes the annually
granted Ingram Fellowship,
accepted in its first year by
David Auburn and currently
held by Sarah Ruhl. René
is also a teacher, the
recipient of multiple local
directing awards for both
plays and musicals, and
a member of Leadership
Nashville 2016. She holds
a BFA degree from the
University of Montevallo
(Alabama) and an MFA
degree in directing from
the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro.
n

Michael Mayer (DIRECTOR)

Broadway: Head Over
Heels, Michael Moore’s
The Terms of My Surrender,
Hedwig and the Angry Inch,
American Idiot, Spring
Awakening, Thoroughly
Modern Millie, Side Man,
A View from the Bridge.
Favorite Off-Broadway
work includes: Kushner’s
The Illusion at Signature,
Love Love Love at the
Roundabout, Brooklynite
at The Vineyard, and God
Bless You Mr Rosewater at
Encores Off-Center. He
directed Nico Muhly’s
opera Marnie, and a new
productions of La Traviata
at the Metropolitan Opera.
National Tour: Angels in
America. Film: The Seagull,
A Home at the End of the
World, and Flicka.

Mayer
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BRIDGITTE LACOMBE

White

MICHAEL SCOTT EVANS

starring Jennifer Hudson
about the life of icon
Aretha Franklin, and the
film adaption of Trevor
Noah’s book Born a Crime,
starring Lupita Nyong’o.
Her television directing
credits include: Queen Sugar,
Insecure, The Walking Dead,
Dietland and Jessica Jones.
Recent off-Broadway
credits include: Public
Theater: Eclipsed, Party
People, The Good Negro;
Signature Theatre:
Appropriate (Obie Award);
MCC Theater: Relevance;
Vineyard Theatre: Kid
Victory. Awards include:
Obie Award; Lucille
Lortel Award; The Lee
Reynolds Award, Pioneer
of the Arts Award; Lillian
Hellman Award; Alan
Schneider Award; NEA/
TCG Directors Grant;
and the inaugural Susan
Stroman Award from the
Vineyard Theatre. Liesl
is a Program Associate at
The Sundance Institute
and Associate Artist at
Berkeley Repertory. She
is a proud native of Cape
Town, South Africa.

RODOLFO MARTINEZ

ENTRANCES

The League of American Orchestras
congratulates
Martha Rivers Ingram
for her passionate, generous,
and extraordinary
contributions to the arts.

CELEBRATING

LEADERS
OF COLOR

TONIGHT,

TCG IS PROUD TO BE CELEBRATING ITS LONG-STANDING COMMITMENT
to advancing leaders of color in the theatre field. We believe that an equitable
and diverse theatre community is a strong one, and we are committed to paving the way for that strength through
grant programs like Leadership U[niversity], New Generations, SPARK, Rising Leaders of Color (RLC), and
Young Leaders of Color Program (YLC).
Through these programs and others, TCG awards approximately $2 million in grants each year. And from these
grants, an intergenerational network of leaders of color has emerged. Each year, TCG welcomes new participants into
this community, investing not only in the careers of these talented administrators, performers, directors, and theatremakers, but in the theatre field itself. By providing support for leaders of color at various stages in their professional
development, TCG ensures the future and vitality of the nonprofit American theatre.
Participants in these programs expand their knowledge in workshops and webinars, network and grow at our
national convenings, and experience one-on-one career guidance in everything from developing leadership skills to
defining personal and professional values. The skills, perspective, and community that leaders of color gain through
this comprehensive approach is immeasurable, with its impact extending beyond participants’ careers and into the
fabric of their lives.

MEET A FEW OF OUR GRANTEES

Ancival
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SOPHIE ANCIVAL

SARAH BELLAMY

Assistant Producer,
American Repertory Theatre,
Rising Leader of Color:
The TCG RLC program has been a
life changing experience for me. Not
only did it connect me to amazingly
talented peers and mentors, it also
introduced me to new concepts, helped
me learn about myself and resonates
to this day at every moment of my
professional and personal life.

Artistic Director,
Penumbra Theatre,
Young Leader of Color alumni:
TCG is a vital force in sustaining
the collegiality, cohesion, and continued growth of our national theatre
community. TCG has been essential
to my leadership and career, having
been amongst the first cohorts of
young leaders of color and a board
member in later years. Thank you,
TCG!

Bellamy
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ELISA BOCANEGRA

Bocanegra

Producing Artistic Director,
Hero Theatre,
Leadership U[niversity] Mentee:
Leadership U taught me about core
values and challenged me in ways
that made me grow as a person. The
experience has made me a stronger
leader in my own company and has
prepared me for leadership on a
larger scale.

ALEJANDRA CISNEROS

Cisneros

Producer/Director,
Community Liaison,
Oregon Shakespeare Festival,
Leadership U[niversity] Mentee:
Leadership U is a daily affirmation
to command and manifest. I am a
leader—my voice is clear, my power
is resilient, and I live in the light
of joy.

ROSALIND EARLY
Author and Associate Editor for
Washington University’s alumni
magazine Washington,
Rising Leader of Color:
Being part of the Rising Leaders of
Color cohort was life changing. It
taught me how to think like a critic
and made me a better writer. But
Early
beyond that, I met fascinating people
and developed a network that I can
rely on for everything from story sources to job connections. It has
had a huge impact on my career.

PETER J. KUO
Director/Producer/
Cultural Activist, Associate
Conservatory Director,
American Conservatory Theater,
Rising Leader of Color:
The Rising Leaders of Color program
gives me the tools and confidence to
recognize the worth of my skills and
Kuo
talents in this industry. It gives me
the exposure, cohort, and resources
to fight against systemic oppression that keeps People of Color from
succeeding in this field.
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DAVID MENDIZÁBAL
Director/Designer,
Producing Artistic Leader,
The Movement Theatre
Company and Associate Artistic
Director, The Sol Project,
Leadership U[niversity] Mentee:
The resources, skills and time provided by TCG during the program
Mendizábal
allowed me to reflect on my core
values and personal mission as an
artist and arts leader. The personal alignment achieved through
my participation has better prepared me to serve the field at large
from a place of authenticity and a greater commitment to issues of
diversity, inclusion and equity. The opportunity to make an artistic
home at a major New York City institution as both a director and
an arts leader has opened doors for me to introduce my work to the
greater American Theatre field.

LAUREN E. TURNER
Director/Producer/Perfomer,
Founding Producing
Artistic Director, No Dream
Deferred NOLA,
Leadership U[niversity] Mentee:
Leadership U has been life changing
and career-affirming. It offered the
financial security needed to go deeper
Turner
and bolder as an emerging leader
of color in this field. It has dared to
ask me, what do I want and what impact will I have?

ABIGAIL VEGA
Director and Producer,
Latinx Theatre Commons,
Leadership U[niversity] Mentee:
Leadership U gave me access to
leaders, travel, and professional
opportunities I simply wouldn’t
have been allowed to access on
my own. Our field is all about who
Vega
you know, and being a part of the
Leadership U not only provided me
with the “calling card” to get into these rooms, it gave me the
training, professional development, and confidence to back me up
once I stepped inside.
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Sheridan delivers more.
Delivering a quality publication of which
you can be proud is only the beginning.
In every aspect, we treat your magazine
like it’s our own.
Expect plentiful paper and finish options,
exciting specialty print ideas, streamlined
production, and peerless responsive
online editions.
Because your success is our success.

A big congratulations
from The Flea Theater
to our Board Member

RICK MIRAMONTEZ
as TCG honors his dedication
to the theatrical community.

A GENERATION OF
PLAYWRIGHTS REFLECTS ON A PLAY
THAT STILL SETS THE BAR HIGH FOR THEIR WORK

their new book, The World Only Spins Forward,
Isaac Butler and Dan Kois assemble a cast
of thousands to tell the story of the ges
tation, birth, childhood, and long life of
Tony Kushner’s “gay fantasia on national themes,” Angels
in America. Among the sidebars to the narrative, which
spans 1978 (the assassination of activist and San Francisco
city official Harvey Milk) to the present day, is a compen
dium of quotes from younger playwrights for whom Angels
was a powerful formative experience. Their accounts of
the play’s impact on them—most credit it with helping to
inspire them to write for the stage at all—run the gamut
of awed praise, dramaturgical insight, personal revelation,
anxiety of influence, and questioning of a field where the
vaulting ambition of Angels is hardly the norm. Below is
an exclusive excerpt.
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STEVEN LEVENSON (Dear Evan Hansen and If I Forget): My Angels
origin story was my freshman year of college.
TRACEY SCOTT WILSON (The Good Negro and Buzzer): I had just started
writing plays, I was living with my mother, I didn’t have any money.
YOUNG JEAN LEE (Lear and Straight White Men): It was right after
I’d decided to drop out of grad school to become a playwright.
SAMUEL HUNTER (A Bright New Boise and The Whale): When I was
about 17, I came out of the closet and left the fundamentalist Christ
ian high school I was attending.
STEPHEN KARAM (Sons of the Prophet and The Humans): I was 18
or 19, a freshman in college at Brown. I was having a rough time
coming out of the closet.
MAC ROGERS (The Message and The Honeycomb Trilogy): I was vis
iting New York from North Carolina with my mother and sister.
ITAMAR MOSES (The Band’s Visit and The Fortress of Solitude) :
Towards the end of my junior year of high school, I was visiting
colleges. I stayed with a friend at Wesleyan and he was reading the
script for class.
CHRISTOPHER SHINN (Dying City and Against): I remember driv
ing with my mom to see it. I was 18 and we were, you know, lis
tening to Nirvana.
LIN-MANUEL MIRANDA (Hamilton and In the Heights): Angels was the
first play I saw on Broadway. I’m, you know, a musicals guy. Dan
Futterman was on Louis. And the late great David Margulies was
on Roy Cohn. It was 1994, so I’m 14 years old.
JORDAN HARRISON (Marjorie Prime and Maple and Vine): I was 16
and my grandparents bought us tickets to the national tour in Boston.
TAYLOR MAC (A 24-Decade History of Popular Music): When I moved
to New York both parts were playing on Broadway and, after paying
for the full version, I would secondact both parts multiple times a
week. That way I could see them for free.
ANNE WASHBURN (Mr. Burns, a post-electric play and 10 Out of 12): I
first saw a touring production in Portland, Ore. I think I left at inter
mission of Millennium only because it was a hopelessly remote expe
rience, but I got the books and really first came to the play that way.

HUNTER: The University of Idaho was mounting a production of
Millennium Approaches, and I saw it at least four or five times.
ZAKIYYAH ALEXANDER (10 Things to Do Before I Die and Sick?): I
went to LaGuardia High School of the Performing Arts. My best
friend performed the scene in acting class where Prior puts on
makeup and joins Harper’s hallucination.
KARA LEE CORTHRON (Welcome to Fear City and AliceGraceAnon): I
was assigned to read Millennium Approaches for a script analysis class.
KARAM: They were holding auditions for a production on cam
pus. I remember buying Part 1 at College Hill Bookstore, and then
rolling off my twin bed and speedwalking down Thayer Street to
buy Perestroika.
ZOE KAZAN (We Live Here and After the Blast): I read Angels in three
different classes. In playwriting, in a Brecht class, and an introto
theatre class.
MASHUQ MUSHTAQ DEEN (Draw the Circle): It was years before I ever
saw a production of it, but I knew exactly what the Angel break
ing through the ceiling looked like, knew exactly how the snow
fell around Harper.
MAC: I kept returning to the plays because they were a balm, shed
ding all the years I was told to be less than when expressing my
queerness. Seeing the Angel fly—metaphorically, literally, the
atrically, and literarily—felt like activism. It was taking a coun
try empty of angels and inserting a queer mythology in its place.
I freaking loved it.
CORTHRON: What struck me most powerfully was the fact that I
laughed! It was my first encounter with a dramatic work that was
universally considered important, lifechanging, trailblazing, that
made me laugh.
WASHBURN: There are delightfully cheap jokes in Angels, which are
really important, as well as the sublimity.
SHEILA CALLAGHAN (Bed and Women Laughing Alone with Salad): It
was so exciting to hear people talk about theatre like that, to describe
it with such rapture—and these were kids who did theatre in high
school and left it behind for more sensible pursuits. They weren’t
freaking out about a monologue from Hamlet, they were talking
about a contemporary play.
MIRANDA: It just blew my mind. I mean, it was the first time I’d ever
seen a play with, on a pure surface level, the production design and
scope of a musical. And the way it moved! I sort of thought a play—
this was my own prejudice, of course—a play happens in singleset
locations, it’s small. I’d never seen anything that moved the way
George’s production of Angels moved. The seamless transitions,
and a tempo and a rhythm—it felt like a musical to me. From a
very naturalistic scene, to a scene in Antarctica, to the scene where
Louis is spinning out pages and pages of liberal guilt and Belize
just sits there. It had room for all of the tempos! It had room for
all of the things at once.
CALLAGHAN: It wasn’t realistic, but it somehow communicated
heightened emotions in a way that made sense to me. It felt akin to
all the high school musicals I’d grown up with, like when people
launch into arias when emotions become too great.
WILSON: In terms of pure theatricality, the scene where Harper is
in the Mormon center, and she’s looking at the mannequin and it
becomes Joe—the theatricality of those scenes, the way it brought
everything together…I just read it over and over, amazed at how
he got away with it.
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Maybe miracles is the right word, rather than magic.
or Tennessee Williams was for previous generations. That was it.
LEE: I had to kind of avoid thinking about it when I took my first
The human mingled with the divine. These were rules that I didn’t
steps into playwriting. I found it incredibly intimidating.
know you could break until I saw Angels.
ALEXANDER: Just from the page it was clear that this play broke all
MIRANDA: Kushner’s ambition in writing Angels was something that
the rules I had learned—so, were there no rules at all?
both armed and scared every playwright since. It leaves a big wake.
LEVENSON: And the audacROGERS: The problem with
ity of it, the scope of writing
Angels in America is keeping
a play that was about Hisit out of my work, not letting
tory with a capital H, and
it in. It so dominated the
about Politics with a capital
theatre conversation right
P. And the Universe. It was
at the time I was beginning
such an unapologetically big
to treat playwriting as a lifeplay. Bigger than anything
long discipline that it basielse I had read.
cally bonded with my playMIRANDA: When’s the last
writing molecules just as
play you saw that you can
they were forming. I wrote
quote lines from like you
a play in 2010 with a largerquote tunes from your favorthan-life political operative
ite musical? “History is about
in it, and making him not be
to crack wide open.” “More
Roy Cohn was a line-by-line
life.” “I wish I was an octostruggle, one I probably lost
pus, a fucking octopus.”
on a third of the lines.
WILSON: The first play I had
That’s just a greatest hits
produced at the Public, The
reel of shit off the top of my
Stephen Spinella and Ellen McLaughlin in the 1993 Broadway premiere.
Story, the entire structure
head, and they’re all these
of the play was based on
unforgettable, characterthe quartet—the overlapdefining moments.
MOSES: After I went to see
ping scenes with Prior and
Part 1, I literally started writLouis and Harper and Joe.
ing my first play the next day.
I was rereading it and just
HUNTER: After seeing the
thought, Wouldn’t it be cool
production of Angels at the
to base a whole play on this?
LEE: I’m actually revisitUniversity of Idaho, I wrote
ing it now as research for
my very first play. It was
a play I’m writing, looking
nearly three hours long, and
for tricks to steal.
it was called Sixth ArmagedWILSON: I remember before
don. It was, in many ways, an
I met Christopher Shinn, I
Angels knockoff.
LEVENSON: The first real
read Four and thought, Oh,
play I wrote had Bill Clinthis rhythm is the rhythm of
ton as a character.
Angels.
KAZAN: When I was in colSHINN: I think every play I’ve
lege I did Angels in America, Part 1. I played the Angel. It was very
written has my version of the Democracy in America scene in it.
CATHERINE TRIESCHMANN (How the World Began and One House
scrappy: We had a budget of like $200 or something. We had the
Over): Before I wrote my thesis play in college, I wanted to remind
confidence of 19-year-olds.
MIRANDA: I was not a big speech-and-debate kid. But in high school
myself how to write a good play, so I reread Angels over and over. I
Veronica Ades and I did a Joe-and-Harper scene. I remember doing
memorized speeches. I outlined scenes. And this is what I learned:
that in some weird carpeted room in front of judges and not makDespite the perspicacious mind at work, the vast ambition at play,
ing it very far. We didn’t get all the complexities, I guess.
and vivid theatrical spectacle on display, the action of any given
VERONICA ADES (Lin-Manuel Miranda’s classmate): It’s high school!
scene is really quite simple. One character wants love from someWhat was fun about it was that Lin was so into it, and so was I, and
body else who is reluctant to give it. I remind myself of this axiom
it was so great to completely nerd out on this amazing theatre. Of
every time I start a new play.
HARRISON: Whenever I write cast doubling into my plays, which
course you’re gonna pick a scene from Angels in America.
MIRANDA: That’s how big that play is! It was one of the only plays
is often, there are two works I’m always talking to: The Wizard of
I knew, and I could probably have recited all of Man of La Mancha
Oz and Angels in America. The way Kushner uses that ensemble to
for you at that age. I guess that underscores what a benchmark play
make an entire universe—these indelible characters who slide into
Angels was for our generation. The way Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
other skins but are still always partly themselves. When Louis fucks
HARRISON:

“Ikeptreturningtotheplaysbecause
theywereabalm,sheddingall
theyearsIwastoldtobelessthan
whenexpressingmyqueerness.
SeeingtheAngelfly—metaphorically,
literally,theatrically,andliterarily—
feltlikeactivism.Itwastakinga
countryemptyofangelsandinserting
aqueermythologyinitsplace.I
freakinglovedit.”—TaylorMac
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the anonymous man in the park, he’s played by the Prior actor, and
the effect is that Louis can’t block out the man he’s running from.
MAC: The size of Angels, the unabashed queerness of it, and the intellectual pursuit mixed with its delicious camp humor are all things
I’ve been spinning off of through the entirety of my adult artistry.
MIRANDA: I know that in writing Hamilton, the approach to storytelling is similarly all-hands-on-deck. We don’t make a choice of,
Oh, there’s one narrator—whoever’s closest to the events of the
story, he tells the story. If Burr’s the closest, he tells it. If it’s Eliza
or Angelica, she does. Angels is freeing in that respect. It doesn’t
just have to be a naturalistic play, it can go from here to here to
here as you need to.
ROGERS: I feel a need to make my characters’ conflicts and traumas reverberate throughout the globe and cosmos, and that likely
wouldn’t have even occurred to me without Angels in America.
MOSES: If you want to know how to structure a play that actually
wants to be a mess, you can’t do much better than to look at Perestroika, which consciously rejects the orderliness of Part 1 in order
to excavate an aesthetic space that would be otherwise unreachable.
KARAM: Angels inspires simply by being incredibly fucking entertaining! Kushner is fiercely political but he’s also a showman. It’s
empowering to know the two things can coexist. They have to,
really, for a play to succeed.
LEE: It’s still ahead of the curve. It’s the most interesting kind of
political play—one that comes from a place not of knowing but of
unknowing. Of finding the available truths intolerably inadequate,
and trying, through all the means available to theatre, to figure out
what an adequate truth could be.
WASHBURN: Angels made it clear that it was possible to talk about
politics in a way which was entertaining, and personal, and intemperate—the latter being the part which might be most important. I
feel—to be hideously general—that a lot of political theatre before
Angels was about carefully drawing up an argument or dramatizing a
particular point or issue and also sometimes about making it appear
to be evenhanded even while it was clearly not. The characters in
Angels are passionate political beasts who come to their politics not
from reasoned understanding but as part of the whole of who they
are. The play itself is full of convictions, and those ring through,
but those convictions are animated by imperfect, searching people.
HUNTER: The play is not afraid of talking openly about the nature
of justice and democracy and God and history, and it feels to me 26

years later that this is the resonating effect the play has had on American playwrights. It gave us all permission to say something bold.
MOSES: If you were between the ages of 15 and 26 when that play
was on Broadway, it’s the reason you started writing plays.
HARRISON: There’s a generation of playwrights, maybe 35 to 45
years old now, who I think were pulled into the profession because
they were inspired by what was grand and unwieldy and ambitious
about Angels. And I’m not sure we found that theatre always welcomes this kind of work.
SHINN: I really thought when I saw that play, You can be really deep and
be on Broadway! I thought that would happen all the time. (Laughs.)
If I had known it was really that rare, I maybe would have chosen
another field.
DEEN: If anything, and this is the cynical part of me now, I would
say as groundbreaking as Angels was, it hasn’t changed the American theatre enough. I don’t place the responsibility for that with
Kushner but with us. There is no shortage of injustice in the world.
So I place the responsibility with writers when we don’t push ourselves to engage the world in which we live. With producers who
don’t take the risk of leading their audiences, instead of being led
by them. With audiences for not demanding better from their artistic institutions.
ALEXANDER: Over the years I’ve read many unproduced or workshopped plays that break form, are epic, bold, theatrically challenging, plus politically relevant, that have not yet made it to the
stage. I’m not sure how Angels changed the produced plays we see.
ROGERS: Look, all of us have people telling us, “Write three characters in a room for 81 minutes” all the time.
HARRISON: We’re living in a time that seems to be screaming for
a vast canvas and bold strokes and newly minted language. I think
in addition to the brilliance of Tony and his collaborators, the play
was made great by the cultural and historical moment that it rose
to meet. So here, again, is our opportunity to rise to the occasion.
DEEN: The point is to be inspired by Angels and to take those same
risks with new plays that engage the injustice and the complexity
of the world we live in now.
ROGERS: I’m pretty sure no one my age or younger writes a play
without Angels in America lurking quietly in the corner. It’s a feeling
of: That’s what it looks like when you go ALL THE WAY. Someday I’m gonna go ALL THE WAY too.

Who’s Who on p. 22, clockwise from top left: Tracy Scott Wilson, Stephen Karam (photo by Joanna Eldredge Morrissey), Catherine Trieschmann
(Jenn Martin Spangenberg Photography), Taylor Mac, Zakiyyah Alexander, Itamar Moses, Young Jean Lee (photo by Blaine Davis), and (center) Sheila
Callaghan (photo by Justine Cooper).
Who’s Who on p. 23, clockwise from top right: Mashuq Mushtaq Deen, Jordan Harrison, Mac Rogers, Steven Levenson (photo by Whitney May),
Christopher Shinn, Samuel Hunter, Lin-Manuel Miranda (photo by Matthew Murphy), and (center) Kara Lee Corthron and Anne Washburn.
Angels and Priors on p. 25:
Row 1: Jennifer Mudge Tucker and Brian McEleney at Trinity Repertory Theatre in Providence, R.I., in 1996 (photo by T Charles Erickson); Dawn Ursula
at Olney Theatre Center in Maryland, in 2016 (photo by Anna Danisha Crosby); Tim Garcia and Layla Salazar at Foothill College Theatre Conservatory
in Los Altos Hills, Calif., in 2015.
Row 2: Mark Junek and Rami Margron at Actors Theatre of Louisville, Ky., in 2017 (Brymer Photography); Jennifer Engstrom and Seamus Mulcahy at
Kansas City Rep in Missouri in 2015 (photo by Don Ipock).
Row 3: William Youmans and Sally Nystuen Vahle at Dallas Theater Center in 1996; Kylie Clark and Matt Shofner at Richmond Triangle Players in
Virginia in 2016 (photo by John MacLellan); Lise Bruneau and Garret Dillahunt at American Conservatory Theater in San Francisco in 1994 (photo by
Ken Friedman).
Row 4: Noby Edwards at Playhouse on the Square in Memphis, Tenn., in 2013 (photo by Chris Neely); Hilary Morris at Act 1 Theatre in Nashville, Tenn.,
in 2017 (photo by Eric Ventress).
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ON THE SCENE

Turning Nashville’s
Moment into

New-Play
Momentum
BY RO B WEI NERT-KENDT

Plays in Nashville Rep’s Ingram New Works Lab
go from seedling to sapling.
The town’s new-play scene, and the appetite for it, is growing, too.
JUNE 5, 2015, NASHVILLE: “I’m walking a tightrope here as
a dramatist,” said Donald Margulies, perching on the edge of a
stool after a public play reading in a high-ceilinged TV studio. “I
honestly don’t know where it’s going.”
The “it” in question is the embryo—with 45 minutes and three
scenes, you could barely call it a draft—of a new play, Long Lost,
that Margulies only began writing two weeks before he handed it
to four Tennessee actors to present for a paying audience over two
nights as part of Nashville Repertory Theatre’s Ingram New Works
Festival. This year’s iteration, the festival’s seventh, featured new
work by five writers, including Margulies, and ran May 6–16 on a
soundstage at Nashville Public Television.
Margulies’s reading was indeed a high-wire act of daring, not
only for the Pulitzer-winning playwright of Dinner With Friends,
Sight Unseen and Time Stands Still to publicly share his work at such
an early stage, but also for Nashville Rep, whose previous invited
fellows—nationally recognized playwrights who help mentor a
group of earlier-career writers in a months-long lab, then present
their work alongside them in a spring gathering—have typically
brought full drafts of plays to the festival. At last year’s Ingram fest,
for instance, Doug Wright presented his play about Henrik Ibsen,
Posterity, which recently played at New York City’s Atlantic Theater
Company; in 2011, John Patrick Shanley tried out an early version
of Storefront Church at the Ingram fest before bringing it to New
York (also to the Atlantic).
Though he confessed some anxiety about the prospect of
sharing a project so early in its gestation, Margulies need not
have worried. A play about a long-overdue reunion between two
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middle-aged brothers, Long Lost already looks equal parts funny and
unsettling, and it was acted superlatively by a quartet of Nashville
actors headed by David Alford, a local powerhouse who trained at
Juilliard and has a recurring role on the ABC series “Nashville.”
And by handing over a barely begun draft to fine local actors,
Margulies perhaps inadvertently highlighted one of the Ingram
lab’s unique strengths—that its young writers start their plays
from scratch in the program and develop them over a school year’s
length, from October to May. The program is not an intensive, a
master-class, a retreat or a workshop, though it has aspects of all
those models. Playwright Tori Keenan-Zelt, whose surreal-estate
comedy Air Space was developed at the lab this past year, compared
Ingram to similar programs at New York’s Lark Play Development
Center, though that organization is not part of a regular producing
company, as is Nashville Rep.
Indeed, the Ingram lab and its culminating festival seem to have
brewed up something of a special new-play sauce, and the playwrights
who’ve come through it—including not only the lab writers but the
fellows—have become its greatest advocates. Margulies, for one,
said it was last year’s fellow, Wright, who insisted he give Nashville
a try, and he’s certainly likely to talk up the program to colleagues.
“I haven’t shut up about it to my friends,” added playwright
Bianca Sams, singling out for special praise “that it’s ‘word one’”—
i.e., a seedling-to-sapling process, in which the Rep commissions
lab writers based on pitches, not full drafts. The past year’s lab
helped Sams turn a pile of historical research into Simply Bess,
about actors in a U.S.-sponsored tour of Porgy and Bess in the
1950s. “It really was so amazing to be able to take a play idea that
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Rachel Agee and Amanda Card in a reading of Nate Eppler’s The Ice Treatment at Nashville Rep’s Ingram New Works Festival.

was only a concept and research this time last year, and now I
have a meaty first draft.”
The lab’s biggest cheerleader, though, would have to be its
leader, Nate Eppler, who is also the Rep’s resident playwright and
one-man in-house literary department. Eppler, an irrepressibly
enthusiastic livewire with an Ichabod Crane profile and a hearty
laugh, started as an Ingram lab playwright in 2009 before joining
the company to help run the lab. This past year he was among the
four lab writers, with his Tonya Harding–inspired comedy The Ice
Treatment closing out the festival readings.
“I’m hesitant to say we’re the only one like this,” Eppler said
in an interview at the Rep’s offices, located in the same building as
Nashville Public Television. “There are a lot of new-play programs
at regional theatres of commensurate size to ours around the
country. But my experience with others I’ve done is that you travel
to a theatre, and they know you and that one play a little bit, and
you meet some strangers who are actors who work on that play, and
then you kind of go away. Over time you may build a relationship
with that theatre, but not necessarily with their artistic community
or their audience.”
In the Ingram lab, though, writers visit Nashville nine times
between September and May and work with local actors to construct
their plays. At the midpoint, in January, they are menant to have
something approaching a full draft to show in the “symposium”—a
sort of week-long master class with the Ingram fellow. This year
it was Margulies, who came to Nashville to give feedback on the
lab plays and appear at a public reading of Dinner With Friends.
Though he already had a large-scale professional commission on
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his plate (a stage musical of the film Father of the Bride for Disney),
his experience at the symposium inspired Margulies to join the
lab writers in the sandbox and write something new for the actors.
(It probably isn’t a coincidence that nearly the entire cast of that
Dinner With Friends reading also appeared in the new Long Lost).
FOR THE OTHER WRITERS, THE REPEATED VISITS, EPPLER
said, can make writers “feel like they’re part of the artistic fabric
of Nashville.”
That fabric has acquired a greater sheen in recent years, with an
influx of new residents, most in the so-called creative class, driving
up real estate prices and giving this Music City capital a growing
bourgeois/hipster/foodie culture.
“There’s an unusual influx of people into Nashville right now,”
said Eppler, who estimated that “somewhere between 70 and 80
people a day are moving to Nashville, and they’re looking for these
kinds of experiences. We’ve found an increase in audience.”
He means an audience not only for the new works festival
but for the Rep’s entire five-play season, which they offer at the
unfortunately named Andrew Johnson Theater, a 264-seat-capacity
black box within the lavish Tennessee Performing Arts Center in
downtown Nashville. The Ingram New Works Festival, though not
an official season offering, is now firmly ensconced as a sort of cap
or encore to the Rep’s regular programming. And it’s led to a fresh
focus on new plays in the Rep’s mainstage season: Eppler’s Larries
emerged from the lab into the Rep’s season in 2013, and his Good
Monsters, a favorite at least year’s lab, is slated for the coming season.
The commitment to new work, said Nashville Rep artistic
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director René Copeland, began as “more like an intellectual
decision: We should do this, it’s important—we should participate
in contributing to our field in a positive way in addition to the way
we serve our audiences.” But once the program started bringing
playwrights to Nashville and midwifing their plays, Copeland
began to see the new-play efforts as “an incredibly exciting way to
connect with audiences. The idea of coming into a room with us,
hearing a play read and getting a chance to talk about it, has been
really exciting for our core constituency.” That excited constituency
includes Rep staff and artists: “There’s a real invigorating quality
about it—you get involved in new work and it keeps you on your
toes. It’s a way to feel connected to your art, to really be part of
actually creating something from scratch.”
The woman who gave the lab and festival its name is Martha
Rivers Ingram, a storied local philanthropist who has put the largesse
of her and her late husband’s publishing and shipping empire at the
service of Nashville’s arts community. She was instrumental in getting
the lavish performing arts center (TPAC for short) built in 1980,
and has been integral in shoring up all of its resident companies,
from the symphony to the opera to the theatre, which until last
year was called Tennessee Rep. And she’s been funding the Rep’s
new-works efforts in some form or another to the tune of $50,000
each year since 2007 (the Ingram New Works Lab as it’s currently
constituted began in 2009). Next year the National Endowment
for the Arts will kick in another $10,000 to help with playwrights’
travel expenses and pay more to the actors.
“I have a feeling that any area of life can become irrelevant
if there are not new things,” said Ingram, a gracious but vigorous
woman in her late 70s, in an interview at her nautical-themed office
overlooking the city. “So why not new plays, new symphonies, new
opera, modern dance?”
Of course, Nashville is mostly associated not with fostering the
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lively arts but with churning out country music (though, as “Dylan,
Cash and the Nashville Cats,” a breathtaking current exhibit at
the Country Music Hall of Fame, illustrates, it has been a seedbed
of adventurous rock and pop long before Jack White took up
residence). Eppler admitted that Nashville is not yet a place where
theatre artists can sustain themselves full-time doing theatre, though
there are a handful of companies in town—including Studio Tenn,
Nashville Shakespeare Festival and Nashville Children’s Theatre
(run by René Copeland’s husband, Scott Copeland)—where actors
can piece together work.
But Eppler said he sees the potential for growth, not only in
the tide of newcomers but in the city’s most renowned traditions.
“I really do think this is a city of storytellers, and that Nashville
tradition is legit—I don’t think that’s just fancy sales language,” said
Eppler. “That’s exciting to be around. Our city really likes what’s
hip, and I think new plays are always hip. There’s no way we could
have built an appetite for that; it must have already been there, and
we started serving it, and both of those rose together.”
For Gabrielle Sinclair, a North Carolina–based writer who
gestated a pregnancy-themed play, Showing, in the lab (and who
gave birth to an actual baby just yesterday—huzzah!), found the
process “a pretty ideal setup for what playwriting can be. We’re
alone for a lot of it, and ultimately what is created comes from the
words on the page,” but the “precious handfuls of days each month,
in this bright, magical world of Nashville Rep, were like coming
up out of the writing cave.”
Those visits to Tennessee’s hilly capital, though, weren’t just
love-fests. Echoing Margulies’s tightrope analogy, Sinclair said
that the lab drew from her “more honest, more personal and more
dangerous writing than I had even remotely planned.”
Call it the Nashville surprise: Come to Music City for the
barbecue and the bluegrass, leave with a new play on the brain.
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Nashville Rep artistic director René Copeland with playwrights Bianca Sams, Donald Margulies, Tori Keenan-Zelt and Nate Eppler.

TPAC salutes

Martha Rivers Ingram

Thank you for all the trails you’ve blazed
to support, nurture, and champion the arts
in Nashville and beyond.

Congratulations
on this

well-deserved honor

TPAC.ORG

Rick Miramontez with Jordan Roth.

Every Day is Opening Night
Jordan Roth interviews Rick Miramontez
JORDAN: All right, so my dearest… You proudly, and I think
wisely, describe yourself as an old school publicist. Why?
RICK: Broadway, and the theatre in general, is so ephemeral. We
can try to record it, but that only approximates the real experience.
The experience is for one audience only, live and then poof, it’s gone.
I have a great appreciation for history—keeping that history alive
and connecting the dots. I think, in America, because we are such a
young country, we don’t often do that. In some ways, the legacy of
the theatre is every bit as important as the performance going on
before you. I like to think of myself as a curator of the history of the
theatre. It helps us sell New York City and it helps promote the art
form as an American cultural beacon.

You brought us to a national scope of conversation, and there’s
part of your job we could charitably call “spin?”
Sure.

How do you think about that now, when truth and facts are so
loose in our national life?
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Well, I think the sandbox that I play in and the world that I inhabit
and the stories that are on my watch, don’t necessarily adhere—
appropriately—to the scientific rules of facts.

Ha! So, as you think about your entire career of ... what would
I call them? Ideas, gestures, stunts, moments, creations,
what’s the one where you said to yourself, “That, that’s me at
my best?”
I grew up in Los Angeles and if you were in school, junior high or
high school and had a student ID, you could literally buy a student
rush ticket for three dollars and fifty cents. During its pre-Broadway
run, Evita premiered for six or eight weeks in LA. I dragged along
my friends and I saw that show maybe 15 times and it was ... Evita
was the first mega hit in America that ushered in all the mega hits
that followed.
There really wasn’t anything quite like that. I think it is the
most masterful work of Harold Prince, and the most iconic work of
Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice. One thing that my friends
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and I did during the run, and I don’t know what the motivation was,
but we would bring dozens of roses to the theatre and we would go
to the foot of the stage during the curtain call and when Patti would
come out—because she was giving the greatest female performance
since, what? Funny Girl? [Hello] Dolly? It was just the biggest role
for a leading lady. So, we would shower her with roses. Very Callas.

The floral tribute!
The floral tribute! And Patti, being such a great dramatic actor,
knew how to react to the flowers and how to react to the company
and the audience and you could feel how the audience reacted to
the flowers. It galvanized the show. And I just saw her in Company
all these years later, and she said to a bunch of friends, getting very
emotional and very serious, “When I was having problems with
the role, and imagining the producers thinking, ‘Do we keep her,
do we not keep her?’” I think she felt very vulnerable. She said, “At
the darkest moments, these boys and girls would show up, and they
would throw roses at me, and it was the thing that kept me going
and focused me on what the assignment was.”
So that trained me in two ways. It trained me to be a supporter
of the actor, in a real way, helping them do their thing on stage, like
a collaborator. And also, to work the audience. You need to get the
audience from here to there. So, selling tickets, promoting shows,
being the cheerleader both in the house and also backstage on a very
one-to-one level. I learned all of that with Evita before I even got
my first job.

I am so incredibly moved to hear this. First of all, because the
Miramontez floral tribute…
It’s a signature thing now.

the stage manager, but the PR person, the press agent, is the one
who’s involved in all of it. Backstage, front of house, press, audience,
public, actors, and that appealed to me. I thought I want to be that,
but also, I think I was wired to be that.

Well, if you were throwing roses at Patti, you were wired for it.
In Los Angeles there is this subculture of the business called EquityWaiver. 99-seat theatres that exist all over town doing all manner of
work. It’s very specific to that part of the country and of course, you
had a lot of working showbiz people, so you come across some real
interesting people and New York expats. I started doing the publicity
getting to know the press corps and becoming a cheerleader for
these small theatres out in LA, which was way off, off, off, off, off
Broadway. So, one thing led to the next and eventually I was hired
as a press assistant for the launch of the national tour of The Pirates
of Penzance, which was a big deal, and it was an even bigger deal
because it was a Joseph Papp show. My first paycheck in the theatre
came from Joe Papp, and I got to work on a mega hit. It was at the
LA Music Center, LA’s answer to Lincoln Center, where first I met
a man named Robert Fryer. Bobby Fryer was a legendary Broadway
and film producer, everything from Wonderful Town, to Mame, to
Chicago, to Sweeney Todd. He had a storied career and was a gentlemen
producer, and he was doing this very interesting thing where he
would present certain plays with certain stars as a way to pack the
Ahmanson Theater, which was always considered much too big for
a play. But that’s what his task was, and it was very successful. The
guy who was running the PR department there. He was moving up
in the company and he hated doing publicity. So I think he thought,
“Oh, Ricky,” as I was known, “Ricky could do this job.”

It’s a thing of legend, and to think about young little Rick
taking that up not professionally, but as a true audience
member—something that we now pretend, that we now invent.

Ricky?!

It was real. That is the essence of PR. If you study PR, the point is
eliciting a cue to get the response that you want from somebody else.
It’s like performing, it’s call and response.

He was right.

Call and response, that’s so live.
And so I don’t see it as false. When a number ends you may need a
button on a number. It’s no different than a specific lighting cue; it’s
all just a part of the theatrical language.

Speaking of Los Angeles. You’ve said that growing up in Los
Angeles your burning desire was to get to New York?
Absolutely. My life’s ambition was to live in New York.

Did you always know that the theatre was how you would
get here?
No, absolutely not. Luckily, because I wanted to get to New York, a
cousin gave me a subscription for my birthday to New York Magazine,
which was always cool and especially if you lived in LA and you were
a teenager.

Especially if you lived in New York and you were a teenager!
I studied all of it, but there was one cover story about a Broadway
musical Working. (Broadway shows were rarely on the cover of New
York.) And the headline was, “Working on Working,” and the feature
was about people who had jobs on that show. And there was a page
on the press agents. The press agent on Working was a woman named
Betty Lee Hunt, and Betty Lee Hunt just sounded like such a New
Yorker. What that story told me was the theatre is New York, and the
job of the press agent is the job in the theatre where you do the 360.
There’s the actor, there’s the producer, there’s the designer, there’s
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He thought, “I could get off the hook, this will be a great break for
him, and he’ll do it for no money,” and sure enough…
I was paid three hundred dollars a week, but I was given the whole
department. This is when I started learning about the theatre with a
capital T. My first day on the job, I sat in a rehearsal room listening
to Lillian Hellman answer questions from the cast of a production
of Another Part of the Forest. Bobby gave me some genius advice. He
said, “You take care of these people that you’re working with now,
because they are going to take care of you for the rest of your life,”
and sure enough, that’s the truth. I can connect the dots from that
job, and the excitement of that world, to being here with you right
this minute. Seriously.
I think every job that I’ve had has come from the connections
made then, of being in that world, when I was young. I don’t think
I could even vote yet, so it was a lucky opportunity.

So, it might surprise some people to know that you were once a
headliner in Atlantic City. Tell us everything!
Okay. I love music seriously, deeply. So, growing up in Silver Lake, in
the shadow of Hollywood, and being around a bunch of showbiz types,
it was always like a little hobby to go to nightclubs. Two colleagues
of mine challenged me to do an act. It was a dare. I took them up on
the challenge, and I found a music director, and I found a band, and
I knew the repertoire that I was going to do, and I found the club,
and I did it. It was, if I say so myself, it was fantastic. I now know
that I can put together a good act for somebody, including myself.

What makes a good act?
A good act has a very thin storyline, and you want to string your
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songs together to create an arc and to bring people into a world. The
place was called the Gardenia on Santa Monica and La Brea, and
New Yorkers who were in town doing Broadway shows in LA would
often do their acts at the Gardenia on their nights off. So that’s why I
chose that room, and at first it was something of an oddity, and then
people started coming, and then something happened. One of the
best acts was the midnight Saturday show from Andrea Marcovicci
called Marcovicci at Midnight. She would pack the Gardenia every
summer Saturday night for years. Well, one summer she was pregnant
with her daughter Alice. Tom Rolla, owner of the Gardenia, called me
up and he said, “I have an idea. It’s crazy idea, but would you consider
taking Andrea’s slot and we’ll make it Miramontez at Midnight?” And I
did it and it was pure fun. I had to wake up on Saturdays at 5 o’clock,
and get ready for the show, and do the show at midnight and not be
able to sleep until 4:00 AM. To me it was this evocation of an old
Hollywood nightclub glamour, which was the whole conceit of the
act. If you were there on any Saturday night, you would see a strange
mix of people who probably went to nightclubs back in the day like
Ross Hunter, Esther Williams, and Zelda Rubinstein and Barbara
Rush— people that I would have cast in a movie about a nightclub
performance. I got the bug and really loved it. I got pretty good at it.
I was serious about it. When I moved to New York, I did it a couple
of times at this room on 18th Street called Flowers. I had to talk the
management into changing it into a nightclub. And it took off, sort of.
I remember feeling like I was hired to play for the World Champion
Yankees, but they just wanted to smoke cigars. I could barely finish
the show with all that haze. One night, this guy came up to me and
said, “I have been asked to put together a Latin act.” It was around ‘99
maybe, when that Latin explosion was happening. Ricky Martin and
such. He said, “The Sands Hotel in Atlantic City wants a nightclub
act and they want it to be Latin, and you’ve got great musicians. Can
you help me pull that together?” Well, I’m not stupid, so I thought,
not only can I pull that together, I could help make your show for
you. So I asked the late, great comedian Taylor Negron to write and
emcee it. He was brilliant. And I asked David Schweizer, who was a
pretty avant-garde choice, to direct. The bones of it were very odd,
but it was a Latin revue and it was really a last gasp of that kind of
show in a club. And because it’s The Sands, it was in the Copa Room,
which was an exact replica of the Copa Room at The Sands in Las
Vegas where Frank Sinatra performed. In fact, they gave me Frank
Sinatra’s dressing room in the Copa Room, complete with a hot tub.
We played the Copa Room for eight months, so I lived there. We
were the weekday show and then big headliners would come and do
the weekends, so I’d come back to New York City on the weekends.
Then the Tropicana on the other side of the boardwalk picked us
up for another few months, so I was there for over a year. I got a
paycheck for being a creator of the show and a paycheck for being
the crooner guy in the show.

We’ve got to do a revival.

stuff of legend and super lateness. What is the special sauce of
creating a have-to-be-there-party 10 years running?
The original motivation for it came when I was working with the
Carlyle Hotel, which is just legendary, it just oozes…

Oh, that’s where Miramontez at Midnight at 7:30 is going to be.
Got to do it. In the Café.

Totally.
So here’s the thing, it just oozes that iconography. Broadway plus
Carlyle equals fabulous. So that part, that was instantaneous, and
I had an arrangement with them. I don’t even know how, but I was
given all these comped stays at the hotel, and I didn’t know what to
do with them. We were working on the revival of Hair, which was
super fabulous and a turning point for me and for my office. It was
just mind-blowing, and it was going to be a big winner that night. I
had a dinner with Tom Schumacher a couple of weeks before, and
we were talking about the Tonys. We were just reminiscing about
winning for The Lion King, which I think was a surprise win. People
thought Ragtime was going to win, and The Lion King was a big
surprise. I said, “Oh my God, the biggest night of your life! Would
you tell me about it?” And he told me about it. So I say, “What parties
did you go to? What did you do?” And then came the button, the
big downer. He said, “Oh, well we went to the Tony Ball and then
there was really nowhere else to go, we went to the Empire Diner
and had hamburgers and we went to bed by 1:30.” And I’m like, “Oh
God, the biggest night, and you’re home by 1:30 after a burger at
the Empire?” So I thought well, we’re not going to let that happen for
Hair, so I talked to Jamie, my husband, who is very good at pulling
events together. We got the Royal Suite at the Carlyle and had an
after-after party for the cast of Hair—all of them, of course, wildly
willing. And it became this until-dawn event. I remember Geoffrey
Rush was a winner and he brought, like, five ladies with him and it
was just wild and fun and right out of Auntie Mame. We just built on
that momentum every year. I think Broadway wants to celebrate like
that, and I think Broadway deserves to have an irreverent, glamorous
beacon on the big night for us. Everybody feels the same. They get
dressed up. Whether they’re a nominee or not, they’re in the industry
and they get to go there and just celebrate. I think it works. Some
years we’ll have Bette [Midler] there and Andrew Lloyd Webber
deejaying. Everybody comes in with a celebratory attitude and a love
for what we do, and we get to spend one night in total appreciation.
So, to be able to pull that off is very easy, actually. It’s really…

Nothing?
Well, I have to say that the Carlyle was a union house, and the first
year wasn’t easy. We brought in luggage, we snuck in glassware, we
snuck in everything. The cases of champagne were wrapped as gifts
to get past the front desk. We got away with murder for a couple of
years. Now the jig is up.

All right: Big finish. Give me your entire point of view of PR in
a headline.

I could do an act right now, and I daresay it will be really good because
I do know how to do that.

It’s my motto: Every day is opening night.

Let’s do it. Miramontez at Midnight, but more like 7:30
because…

Thank you. That was fun!

Ah, button! Thank you, my love.

The late shows are hard.

Because we’re old.
Oh, yes.

Well, speaking of the late show, your Tony Awards party is the
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Rick, because of you,

EVERY DAY IS
OPENING NIGHT
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your fans at
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Your supporting cast at Writers Theatre
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GROUP

Congratulations to
All the Honorees!
Promoting Excellence in Nonprofit Management
STR ATEGIC PL ANNING BOARD DEVELOPMENT M A JOR GIFT FUNDR AISING
FEASIBILITY STUDIES DEVELOPMENT AUDITS INTERIM EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
C O N TAC T :

Jill@JillGarlandGroup.com

About TCG
Community
and Connection
TCG connects theatre people to the partners, resources, and knowledge they need. From webinars and peer
teleconferences to professional development workshops, from the online community TCG Circle to one of the

largest in-person theatre conferences in the U.S., TCG strives to be that “catalytic center of a network of people”
from our vision statement. In our role as the U.S. Center of the International Theatre Institute, we also connect
our members to the global theatre community through our shared leadership with the Laboratory for Global
Performance and Politics at Georgetown University. We believe that TCG thrives by bringing the ordinary people

of our theatre field together...so won’t you come, too?

Research
and Activism

TCG engages members in various research efforts, including the annual Fiscal Survey and Salary Survey, and snapshot
surveys such as the Education Survey, Governing Boards Survey, and Employee Benefits Survey. This research provides
benchmarks for theatres to take measure of their own work and helps TCG promote awareness of theatre’s impact in
our role as the primary advocate for the not-for-profit professional theatre at the federal level. Help us “leverage our
collective strength” by joining in whatever membership category works for you.

Publishing
and Resources

As a publisher of new plays and emerging playwrights, TCG Books has a dual objective: to bring new literary voices
to public attention and to cultivate individual relationships with our playwrights that nurture their careers. TCG is
North America’s largest independent publisher of dramatic literature, with 16 Pulitzer Prizes for Drama on the booklist.
We also publish the award-winning American Theatre magazine and ARTSEARCH®, the essential source for a career
in the arts.
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Grantmaking
and Professional
Development
TCG distributes more than $2 million in grants and scholarships each year to help build and connect a new generation
of practitioners for the field. Among our current programs are grants to: support professional development and

mentoring; advance cutting-edge audience engagement practices; connect theatre-makers internationally; and provide
fellowships for actors to stretch their craft. Chances are you’ve seen the impact of our grantees in a community near you.
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salutes

Rick Miramontez
Tony Kushner
Martha R. Ingram
and supports
theatre communications group
You’re the toast
of the town.
Supporting the Theatre
Communications Group has
been our pleasure and privilege.
We’re proud to raise our glass in
support of the TCG Gala 2019 and
congratulate all the honorees.

Everyone needs a trusted advisor.
Who’s yours?

bkd.com | @BKDLLP

To the collaborative essence
of storytelling and making theatre

C O N G R AT U L AT I O N S
MARTHA
RIVERS INGRAM

TONY
KUSHNER

RICK
MIRAMONTEZ

F R O M J U L E S F I S H E R , J O S H UA DAC H S
& T H E F I S H E R DAC H S T E AM

PROUD THEATRE CONSULTANTS AND COLLABORATORS WITH
Alley Theater, Houston | Arena Stage, Washington DC | BLUEBARN Theatre, Omaha
Chicago Shakespeare Theater | Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park | Guthrie Theater, Minneapolis
Hartford Stage | Lincoln Center Theater | Old Globe, San Diego | Pittsburgh Public Theater
The Public Theater | Seattle Repertory Theater | and more.

